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Altered Cortical Synaptic Morphology and
Impaired Memory Consolidation in Forebrain-
Specific Dominant-Negative PAK Transgenic Mice

in the cortex as memories are “transferred” from the
hippocampus to the cortex (Squire and Alvarez, 1995;
Bontempi et al., 1999). However, little is known about
the cellular mechanisms underlying cortical memory
consolidation, though it has been proposed that one
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of �-calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IICenter for Cancer Research
Department of Biology and (�-CamKII), which exhibited impaired cortical long-term
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Frankland et al., 2001).
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2 Department of Neuroscience the focus of many studies (Kandel, 2001; Martin and

Morris, 2002; Tonegawa et al., 2003; Nakazawa et al.,Mind/Brain Institute
Johns Hopkins University 2004), a number of theoretical studies have concluded

that bidirectional modifiability of synaptic strength, i.e.,Baltimore, Maryland 21208
3 National Center for Biological Sciences both LTP and long-term depression (LTD) capacity, is a

crucial feature of an effective memory system (WillshawTata Institute of Fundamental Research
Bangalore 560065 and Dayan, 1990; Bear and Abraham, 1996; Paulsen and

Sejnowski, 2000). This notion has been supported byIndia
empirical studies with several lines of genetically engi-
neered mice in which impaired bidirectional modifiability
in the hippocampus has been correlated with poor learn-
ing capability (Migaud et al., 1998; Huh et al., 2000;Summary
Zeng et al., 2001). However, it remains unknown whether
bidirectional mofiability in the cortical networks is re-Molecular and cellular mechanisms for memory consoli-

dation in the cortex are poorly known. To study the quired for memory consolidation.
A related unresolved issue is whether morphologicalrelationships between synaptic structure and function

in the cortex and consolidation of long-term memory, alterations of cortical synapses critically underlie the
consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memory. Evi-we have generated transgenic mice in which catalytic

activity of PAK, a critical regulator of actin remodeling, dence has been obtained that indicates that structural
changes of dendritic spines accompany LTP and LTDis inhibited in the postnatal forebrain. Cortical neurons

in these mice displayed fewer dendritic spines and an (Luscher et al., 2000; Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001): LTP-
inducing stimuli have been shown to increase the pro-increased proportion of larger synapses compared to

wild-type controls. These alterations in basal synaptic portion of larger spines, while LTD-inducing stimuli have
been shown to decrease the proportion of larger spinesmorphology correlated with enhanced mean synaptic

strength and impaired bidirectional synaptic modifi- (Toni et al., 1999; Ostroff et al., 2002; Fukazawa et al.,
2003; K. Okamoto and Y. Hayashi, personal communica-ability (enhanced LTP and reduced LTD) in the cortex.

By contrast, spine morphology and synaptic plasticity tion). However, the relationship between cortical spine
or synapse morphology and memory consolidation haswere normal in the hippocampus of these mice. Impor-

tantly, these mice exhibited specific deficits in the con- rarely been explored.
Changes in synaptic morphology are mediated mainlysolidation phase of hippocampus-dependent memory.

Thus, our results provide evidence for critical relation- by the remodeling of actin filaments (Matus, 2000). A
ships between synaptic morphology and bidirectional critical regulator of actin remodeling, which functions
modifiability of synaptic strength in the cortex and downstream of the small GTPases Rac and Cdc42, is
consolidation of long-term memory. p21-activated kinase (PAK), a family of serine-threonine

kinases that are composed of at least three members,
Introduction PAK1, PAK2, and PAK3 (Bokoch, 2003). In neurons, PAK

has been shown to regulate synaptic architecture. For
The storage or consolidation of declarative memories example, studies in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster
is thought to involve a reorganization of neural circuits have shown a requirement for PAK in postsynaptic pro-

tein localization (Parnas et al., 2001) as well as in axon
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tional synaptic modifiability in the cortex are crucial for is the phosphorylated PAK, with the phosphorylated
PAK3 particularly enriched in this fraction.the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent long-

term memory. Toward this end, we produced transgenic To investigate whether PAK activity was regulated by
neuronal activity, we performed Western blot analysis tomice in which the expression of a dominant-negative

PAK (dnPAK) transgene was restricted to the postnatal determine the amount of p-PAK following a brief (5 min)
treatment with glycine, a protocol that is known to in-forebrain. Cortical neurons in these mice had fewer

spines and exhibited a shift in the synapse distribution duce LTP in cultured neurons (Lu et al., 2001). In the
synaptoneurosome fraction, the level of p-PAK1 in-toward synapses of larger size. These alterations in

basal synaptic morphology correlated with altered mean creased by �62% at 10 min and returned to baseline
at 30 min following the glycine treatment (Figure 1C).synaptic strength and impaired bidirectional modifiabil-

ity of synaptic strength. Fortunately, spine morphology This transient increase in the active PAK level was
blocked by the NMDAR antagonist 2-amino-5-phospho-and synaptic plasticity were normal in the hippocampus

of these mice, providing the opportunity to test the rela- novaleric acid (APV) (Figure 1C), indicating that the
p-PAK increase required activation of NMDAR. Sincetionships between cortical synaptic structure and func-

tion and memory consolidation. Indeed, the dnPAK mice active PAK was associated with the PSD, these results
suggest that NMDAR activation elevates PAK activity inwere specifically impaired in the consolidation phase of

spatial memory and context-dependent fear memory. the PSD, which could in turn alter spine morphology
through PAK’s function in actin remodeling.These results provided critical evidence for crucial rela-

tionships between synaptic morphology and bidirec-
tional modifiability of synaptic strength in the cortex and Generation of Forebrain-Specific dnPAK
consolidation of hippocampus-dependent memory. Transgenic Mice

To examine in vivo whether inhibition of PAK catalytic
activity results in impairments in spine morphogenesis,Results
synaptic function, and memory, we generated trans-
genic mice that expressed dnPAK specifically in theAssociation of Active PAK with the PSD

To investigate the potential role of PAK in synaptic struc- postnatal forebrain (Figure 2A). The dnPAK consists of
the PAK autoinhibitory domain (AID-PAK), which bindsture and function, we first determined the localization

of PAK in the adult brain. As previously shown, all three to the catalytic domain of all three PAKs to block their
autophosphorylation and consequently the activationPAKs are expressed in multiple brain regions, including

the cortex and hippocampus (Manser et al., 1995; Allen of their catalytic activity, leading to inhibition of actin
remodeling (Frost et al., 1998; Zhao et al., 1998; Zenke etet al., 1998) (data not shown). In humans, loss-of-func-

tion mutations of the PAK3 gene are associated with al., 1999). dnPAK was marked with a myc-tag sequence
fused in-frame to the amino terminus of the AID-PAKnonsyndromic X-linked mental retardation (Allen et al.,

1998; Bienvenu et al., 2000). Since activation of PAK sequence. The �-CamKII promoter and SV40 intron/
polyadenylation (polyA) sequence were used to drivecatalytic activity requires the liberation of the catalytic

domain from the autoinhibitory domain and autophos- high expression of the transgene in the postnatal fore-
brain. Among the nine transgenic founder lines, two (#21phorylation at Thr 423 (Lei et al., 2000), we determined

the subcellular localization of the active, Thr 423 auto- and #110) displayed the highest levels of transgene ex-
pression. Northern blot analysis and RNA in situ hybrid-phosphorylated form of PAK (p-PAK) by immunostaining

with the p-PAK T423 antibody that recognizes phos- ization showed that dnPAK RNA expression was re-
stricted to the forebrain, including the hippocampusphorylated forms of all three PAK isoforms. In 2- to

3-week-old cultures of cortical neurons, p-PAK was dis- (area CA1, CA3, and dentate gyrus) and the cortex
(mainly in layers II/III and V/VI) (Figures 2B and 2D).tributed throughout the cell soma and the dendritic

shafts and was largely absent in the axons (Figure 1A, As shown by Western blot analysis, expression of the
dnPAK protein product was detected at lower level attop panel). Double immunostaining showed little colo-

calization of p-PAK with neurofilament-M (an axon postnatal 1 week and increased to higher level at post-
natal 4 weeks (Figure 2C). The expression pattern of themarker; Figure 1A, top panel) or with synaptophysin (a

bouton marker; Figure 1A, middle panel) but revealed dnPAK protein corresponded to that of the dnPAK RNA
(Figure 2E). Since the expression analyses yielded veryextensive colocalization with PSD95, a predominant

PSD protein, in the dendritic spines (Figure 1A, bottom similar results for line #21 and #110, we carried out most
of the further analyses with line #21.panel). To determine whether p-PAK was associated

with the PSD, a major site of actin remodeling in spines To determine the extent to which dnPAK inhibits the
endogenous PAK catalytic activity in the adult brain, we(Colicos et al., 2001), we performed Western blot analy-

ses on three fractions that were prepared from forebrain carried out an in vitro kinase assay (Zenke et al., 1999).
When catalytic activity of PAK was stimulated by GTP-homogenates. We isolated synaptosomes and sepa-

rated them into membrane and PSD fractions (Cho et �S-Rac in total forebrain homogenates, the activity that
was observed in homogenates from transgenic miceal., 1992) (for details, see the Experimental Procedures).

Phosphorylated forms of all three PAKs were present in was significantly lower compared to wild-type mice (p �
0.02; Figure 2F). We also examined the effect of dnPAKthe PSD fraction as detected by the p-PAK T423 anti-

body as well as by PAK1 and PAK3 antibodies (Figure on PAK activity by measuring the amount of p-PAK in
PSD fractions from wild-type and transgenic mice using1B). Interestingly, the phosphorylated (but very little un-

phosphorylated) PAK was detected in the PSD fraction Western blot analysis. In both cortex and hippocampus,
the level of p-PAK1 was significantly lower (�59% of(Figure 1B). Thus, the majority of PAK in the PSD fraction
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Figure 1. Active PAK Is Associated with the
PSD and Elevated by NMDAR Activation

(A) Double staining of cultured cortical neu-
rons for p-PAK T423 (red) and neurofilament-
M (NF-M; green in the top panel) or synapto-
physin (SYP; green in the middle panel) or
PSD95 (green in the bottom panel). p-PAK
predominantly localizes in the cell soma, den-
drites, and dendritic spines while it is largely
excluded from the axons and boutons of ma-
ture cortical neurons.
(B) Biochemical fractionation followed by
Western blot analysis reveals the presence of
active PAK in the PSD fraction. Phosphorylated
forms of PAK1, PAK2, and PAK3 (p-PAK1/2/3)
were all present in the PSD fraction, while un-
phosphorylated PAK1/3 (Up-PAK1/3) were
nearly absent from the PSD fraction. As de-
tected by the p-PAK antibody, the amount of
p-PAK1 was much higher than that of p-PAK2
and p-PAK3. Thus, the film was exposed for
a longer time [row p-PAK(LE)] to show the
presence of p-PAK2/3 in the PSD fraction.
The quality of biochemical fractionation was
verified by PSD95 and synaptophysin (SYP)
antibodies that detect PSD95 and SYP localiz-
ing predominantly in the PSD and membrane
fractions, respectively. Lane SYN, synapto-
somal preparation; MEM, membrane fraction.
Each lane contains 5 �g of total protein.
(C) Western blot analysis reveals that PAK
activity is elevated upon NMDAR activation.
The gel shows a representative example. The
graph depicts the averaged result from five
experiments. Tubulin and actin served as in-
ternal controls for protein loading. The rela-
tive levels of p-PAK1 in each treatment condi-
tion are 1 for untreated culture (CON), 1.62 �

0.13 for culture harvested at 10 min after gly-
cine treatment (GLY 10’), 0.96 � 0.04 for cul-
ture harvested at 30 min after glycine treat-
ment (GLY 30’), and 0.81 � 0.14 for culture
harvested at 10 min after treatment with gly-
cine and APV (GLY/A 10’). ***p � 0.001.

the wild-type level in the cortex and �62% of the wild- spines (Figure 1), we carried out morphological analysis
on the number and structure of spines. In the normaltype level in the hippocampus) in the 8-week-old trans-
adult brain, the structure of spines is very heteroge-genic mice compared to wild-type mice (p � 0.03; Figure
neous, and newly formed immature spine-like protru-2G). Because the p-PAK1 level in the hippocampus of
sions are usually smaller and longer than their morewild-type mice was about 2-fold higher than that in the
mature counterparts (Huber et al., 1998; Toni et al., 2001;cortex, the residual level of hippocampal p-PAK1 in the
Trachtenberg et al., 2002). For the spine analysis, wetransgenic mice was similar to the level of cortical p-PAK1
focused on pyramidal neurons in cortical layer II/III andin the wild-type mice (p � 0.05; Figure 2G). At postnatal
hippocampal area CA1, two types of cells whose synap-3 weeks, the transgene had no effect on the level of
tic plasticity has been studied extensively (Diamond etp-PAK1 (Figure 2H), presumably reflecting the develop-
al., 1994; Tsien et al., 1996; Trachtenberg et al., 2000).mentally delayed activity of the �-CamKII promoter (Fig-
Golgi staining showed that, in layer II/III of the temporalure 2C).
cortex, the mean density of dendritic spines in the trans-
genic neurons was lower by �22% compared to the

Altered Spine Morphology in the Cortex wild-type neurons (p � 0.0001; Figures 3A and 3B). The
The dnPAK transgenic mice exhibited normal gross mor- decreased spine density was observed throughout the
phology in the forebrain when examined by hematoxylin proximal to distal segments of the dendrites (Figure 3B)
and eosin staining (data not shown), suggesting that and was not due to nonspecific defects in dendritic
dnPAK does not affect the global anatomy of the fore- arborization, since dendritic length and number of
brain. Since PAK is known to regulate actin remodeling branch points remained unaffected in the transgenic

mice (Figure 3D). The transgenic mice also did not differ(Bokoch, 2003) and active PAK is localized in dendritic
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Figure 2. Suppression of PAK Catalytic Ac-
tivity in the PSD of Forebrain Neurons by Ex-
pression of dnPAK

(A) Schematic representation of the dnPAK
transgene construct.
(B) Northern blot analysis of total RNA from
the forebrain of wild-type (WT) and transgenic
(TG) mice. The blot was probed with an SV40
pA probe to detect dnPAK.
(C) Western blot analysis of forebrain ex-
tracts. dnPAK was detected by a myc anti-
body, and tubulin served as an internal con-
trol for protein loading.
(D) In situ hybridization of brain sagittal sec-
tions with a myc probe shows that dnPAK is
highly expressed in the cortex and hippocam-
pus (images of higher magnification shown
at bottom).
(E) Immunostaining with a myc antibody de-
tects expression of dnPAK in the cortex
and hippocampus.
(F) Catalytic activity of PAK1 in total forebrain
homogenates from 8-week-old wild-type and
transgenic mice. The activity of immunopre-
cipitated PAK1 was measured by the amount
of phosphorylated myelin basic protein (MBP)
in an in vitro kinase assay. The gel shows a
representative example. The graph depicts
the averaged result from three experiments.
GTP-�S-Rac-induced PAK1 activity was sig-
nificantly inhibited in the transgenic forebrain.
*p � 0.02.
(G and H) Western blot analysis with the p-PAK
T423 antibody in extracts obtained from
8-week-old (G) and 3-week-old (H) mice. The
gel shows a representative example. The
graph depicts the averaged result from three
experiments. (G) In the cortex and hippocam-

pus, phosphorylation of PAK1 was reduced in the PSD fraction of the 8-week-old transgenic mice. The relative levels of p-PAK1 were 0.28 �

0.05 in the cortex of transgenic mice, 0.47 � 0.05 in the cortex of wild-type mice, 0.62 � 0.04 in the hippocampus of transgenic mice, and
1 in the hippocampus of wild-type mice. Tubulin and actin served as internal controls for protein loading. CX, PSD fraction of cortical extracts;
HP, PSD fraction of hippocampal extracts. *p � 0.03. (H) In the cortex and hippocampus, phosphorylation of PAK1 was not reduced in PSD
fraction of the 3-week-old transgenic mice. The relative levels of p-PAK1 were 0.67 � 0.13 in the cortex of transgenic mice; 0.70 � 0.12 in
the cortex of wild-type mice; 0.99 � 0.19 in the hippocampus of transgenic mice; and 1 in the hippocampus of wild-type mice.

from wild-type mice in immunostaining intensity and size of the spine head by conducting electron micro-
scopic analyses of the length of the PSD and the cross-pattern with an axon terminal marker, growth-associ-

ated protein 43 (GAP-43) (Goslin et al., 1990) (Supple- sectional area of the spine head (Figure 4B). As pre-
viously shown, these two parameters are representativemental Figure S1 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/

full/42/5/773/DC1). This was consistent with the near of the volume of spines and hence can be used to detect
changes in spine size (Luo et al., 1996; Toni et al., 2001;absence of active PAK in the axons and boutons of

mature neurons (Figure 1A). In hippocampal CA1 pyra- Meng et al., 2002). In layer II/III of the temporal cortex,
frequency distribution plots revealed a significant shiftmidal neurons, there was no significant difference in

dendritic spine density (Figure 3C) and dendritic length in the overall distribution toward spines with longer PSD
(p � 0.02; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and larger spineor number of branch points (Figure 3D) between the

transgenic and wild-type mice. head area (p � 0.004; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) in
transgenic neurons relative to wild-type neurons (FigureTo quantitatively compare the structure of individual

spines between wild-type and transgenic mice, we first 4C). Consistently, both mean PSD length (p � 0.04) and
mean spine head area (p � 0.02) of the entire spinemeasured spine length (the radial distance from tip of

spine head to dendritic shaft) of Golgi-stained pyramidal population were significantly greater in transgenic than
in wild-type neurons in the cortex (Figure 4D). By con-neurons (Meng et al., 2002). Cortical neurons in the

transgenic mice exhibited a significant shift in the overall trast, the wild-type and transgenic mice did not differ
in mean PSD length or in mean spine head area (p �spine distribution toward spines of shorter length, indi-

cating a lower proportion of longer, filopodia-like spines 0.05; n � 3 mice each) in the hippocampal area CA1.
As visualized in single-section electron micrographs,relative to wild-type neurons (Figure 4A). This is opposite

to the increased spine length observed in other forms larger spines often have a discontinuous PSD and are
classified as complex or perforated spines, whereasof mental retardation, including fragile X syndrome

(O’Donnell and Warren, 2002). Next, we examined the smaller spines always have a continuous PSD and are
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Figure 3. Decreased Spine Density in Corti-
cal Layer II/III Pyramidal Neurons of dnPAK
Transgenic Mice

(A) Photomicrographs of representative den-
dritic segments of cortical layer II/III pyrami-
dal neurons from adult wild-type (left) and
transgenic (right) mice.
(B) Spine density in primary apical dendrites
of layer II/III pyramidal neurons in temporal
cortex from wild-type (white) and transgenic
(black) mice. (Left) The mean spine density,
i.e., the number of spines per 8 �m dendritic
segment, was lower in the transgenic (8.45 �

0.31) than in the wild-type neurons (10.88 �

0.38; n � 3 mice, 30 neurons each). ***p �

0.0001. (Right) Spine density in each 8 �m
long dendritic segment is plotted against the
consecutive segments, starting with the most
proximal (i.e., segment number 1) to the most
distal (segment number 10) from the cell
soma. Spine density in all segments was sig-
nificantly lower in transgenic than in wild-type
neurons. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01.
(C) Spine density in primary apical dendrites
of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons.
(Left) The mean spine density was indistin-
guishable between the transgenic (9.16 �

0.26) and wild-type neurons (9.13 � 0.25; n �

3 mice, 30 neurons each). (Right) Spine den-
sity in most dendritic segments was compa-
rable between transgenic and wild-type neu-
rons. *p � 0.05.
(D) Quantitation of the dendritic length and
the number of dendritic branch points. There
were no significant differences in all of these
measures between adult wild-type and trans-
genic mice in pyramidal neurons in temporal
cortical layer II/III and hippocampal area CA1.

classified as simple spines (Figure 4B) (Calverley and spines with a perforated PSD compared to wild-type
neurons. These results demonstrate a critical role forJones, 1990). In cortical layer II/III, the percentage of

perforated spines in the transgenic mice was greater by PAK in dendritic spine morphogenesis and suggest that
the level of active PAK influences the extent of spino-about 2-fold compared to wild-type controls (p � 0.03;

Figure 4E). However, the mean size of perforated spines genesis.
in the transgenic mice (spine head area: 0.21 � 0.02
�m2) did not differ from that of wild-type mice (0.21 � Altered Presynaptic Structure in the Cortex

In wild-type animals, the PSD matches the presynaptic0.02 �m2; p � 0.05), and the mean size of simple spines
was also unaltered in the transgenic mice (0.10 � 0.01 active zone, and the size of dendritic spines covaries

with the number of docked vesicles in the bouton (Harris�m2 compared to 0.09 � 0.004 �m2 in wild-type; p �
0.05). This indicates that dnPAK did not promote spine and Stevens, 1989; Schikorski and Stevens, 1997). To

examine whether the structural abnormalities that weregrowth per se, rather, dnPAK caused a shift in the spine
population from simple to perforated spines, which observed in the cortical spines of dnPAK transgenic

mice were accompanied by any presynaptic structuralprobably accounts for the increased proportion of larger
spines and the enlarged mean spine size in the cortex changes, we counted the number of docked vesicles

per bouton in wild-type and transgenic mice. Dockedof transgenic mice.
Collectively, cortical pyramidal neurons in the dnPAK vesicles are identified in electron micrographs as the

vesicles that abut the plasma membrane of the activetransgenic mice had fewer spines and exhibited a shift
in the overall spine population toward shorter, larger zone (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997). In layer II/III of
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Figure 4. Increased Proportion of Shorter,
Larger Spines and Boutons with a Larger Pool
of Docked Vesicles in Cortical Layer II/III of
the dnPAK Transgenic Mice

(A) Frequency distribution plot (A1) and cu-
mulative distribution (A2) of spine length re-
veal a significant shift in the spine distribution
toward spines of shorter length in transgenic
neurons (black) relative to wild-type controls
(white; n � 3 mice, 30 neurons each). *p �

0.05; **p � 0.01. The mean spine length was
significantly shorter in the transgenic (1.33 �

0.03 �m) than in the wild-type mice (1.76 �

0.03 �m). ***p � 0.001.
(B) Representative thin-section electron mi-
crographs of layer II/III neuropils in temporal
cortex from wild-type and transgenic mice.
The PSD is clearly visible as a dark band lo-
cated right beneath the postsynaptic mem-
brane in the spine head. The spines with
arrows indicate simple spines, while the ones
with arrowheads indicate perforated spines.
The size of perforated spines is on average
larger compared to simple spines.
(C) Frequency distribution plots of PSD length
(C1) and cross-sectional spine head area (C2)
reveal significant shifts in the spine distribu-
tion toward spines with longer PSD (Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test, p � 0.02) and larger
spine head area (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
p � 0.004) in transgenic neurons relative to
wild-type controls.
(D1) Mean PSD length was significantly
longer in the transgenic (0.32 � 0.002 �m)
than in the wild-type mice (0.29 � 0.01 �m;
n � 3 mice, 24 sections each). *p � 0.04.
(D2) Mean spine head area was significantly
larger in the transgenic (0.12 � 0.01 �m2) than
in the wild-type mice (0.10 � 0.004 �m2).
*p � 0.02.
(E) The proportion of perforated spines was
significantly greater in the transgenic
(16.5% � 2.6%) than in the wild-type mice
(9.1% � 1.8%). *p � 0.03.
(F) The mean number of docked vesicles per
bouton was significantly greater in the trans-
genic (1.65 � 0.11) than in the wild-type mice
(1.27 � 0.10). *p � 0.02.

temporal cortex, the transgenic neurons exhibited a sig- Enhanced AMPAR- and NMDAR-Mediated
Synaptic Transmission in the Cortexnificant shift in the overall distribution of boutons toward

those with a larger pool of docked vesicles compared Accumulating evidence has suggested a positive corre-
lation between size of a synapse and the strength ofto wild-type neurons (p � 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test). Consistently, on average, there was a greater num- synaptic transmission (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997;
Nusser et al., 1998; Mackenzie et al., 1999; Takumi etber of docked vesicles per bouton in transgenic than in

wild-type mice (p � 0.02; Figure 4F). However, the den- al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Murthy et al., 2001).
To examine whether the increased proportion of largersity of docked vesicles (calculated as the number of

docked vesicles per unit length of PSD) did not differ synapses in the cortex of dnPAK transgenic mice corre-
lated with an enhancement in synaptic strength, we firstbetween the transgenic (6.82 � 0.21 per 10 �m) and

wild-type mice (6.28 � 0.28 per 10 �m, p � 0.05). Thus, measured miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents
(mEPSCs) of cortical neurons. mEPSCs are the sponta-the positive correlation between spine size and docked

vesicle number was maintained in the transgenic mice: neous and randomly occurring synaptic currents that
are observed after action potentials have been blocked,the increased proportion of larger spines (postsynaptic)

in transgenic neurons was accompanied by an in- and one mEPSC constitutes the response to neurotrans-
mitter released from a single vesicle (Bekkers and Ste-creased proportion of boutons with a larger pool of

docked vesicles (presynaptic). These results indicate vens, 1994; Regehr and Stevens, 2001). In layer II/III of
temporal cortex, the mean amplitude but not the meanthat the proportion of larger synapses was greater in

the cortex of transgenic mice relative to wild-type mice. frequency of AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs was greater in
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Figure 5. Enhanced Mean Synaptic Strength
and Impaired Bidirectional Synaptic Plasticity
in the Cortex of dnPAK Transgenic Mice

(A) Mean frequency and mean amplitude of
AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs in wild-type
(white; n � 24 cells, 5 mice) and transgenic
neurons (black; n � 18 cells, 4 mice). While
the frequency of mEPSCs was comparable
between the two genotypes (WT, 3.11 � 0.30
Hz; TG, 3.61 � 0.51 Hz; p � 0.05), the mean
amplitude of mEPSCs was greater in the
transgenic (20.24 � 2.71 pA) than in the wild-
type neurons (12.68 � 0.57 pA). *p � 0.02.
Example minitraces are shown at the left for
each genotype.
(B–H) Extracellular recordings in the temporal
cortex layer II/III (B–F) and in the hippocampal
area CA1 (G and H) from wild-type (open cir-
cle) and transgenic (filled circle) mice.
(B) Input-output curves plotting the changes
in fEPSP amplitude and their corresponding
presynaptic stimulus intensity. n � 20 slices,
5 mice each.
(C) Cortical LTP induced by TBS was en-
hanced in transgenic slices (n � 18 slices, 6
mice) relative to wild-type controls (n � 15
slices, 5 mice; p � 0.04, repeated-measures
ANOVA for 31–40 min). An overlay of repre-
sentative FP traces taken during baseline and
at the last few minutes of recording is shown
for each genotype.
(D) Stimulation at 10 Hz produced modestly
enhanced potentiation in the transgenic mice
(n � 18 slices, 6 mice) relative to wild-type
mice (n � 18 slices, 5 mice; p � 0.007, interac-
tion of time � genotype of repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA for 1–40 min).
(E) Cortical LTD induced by 1 Hz stimulation
was significantly impaired in transgenic slices
(n � 15 slices, 7 mice) relative to wild-type
controls (n � 15 slices, 8 mice; p � 0.03,
repeated-measures ANOVA for 66–75 min).
An overlay of representative FP traces taken
during baseline and at the last few minutes
of recording is shown for each genotype.
(F) Synaptic depression was significantly im-
paired throughout the 15 min LFS in trans-

genic slices relative to wild-type controls (p � 0.002, repeated-measures ANOVA for 0–15 min).
(G) CA1 LTP induced by TBS was comparable between transgenic (n � 10 slices, 5 mice) and wild-type slices (n � 8 slices, 5 mice; p � 0.05,
repeated-measures ANOVA for 51–60 min).
(H) CA1 L-LTP induced by three trains of TBS was comparable between transgenic (n � 11 slices, 6 mice) and wild-type slices (n � 9 slices,
5 mice; p � 0.05, repeated-measures ANOVA for 151–180 min). The initial response at 0–40 min was not significantly different between
transgenic and wild-type slices (p � 0.05, repeated-measures ANOVA).

transgenic neurons than in wild-type neurons (p � 0.02; Enhanced LTP and Reduced LTD in the Cortex
To assess whether synaptic plasticity was altered in theFigure 5A), suggesting an enhancement in mean AMPAR-

mediated synaptic transmission in the transgenic mice. transgenic mice, we performed a series of extracellular
field recordings from the layer IV to layer II/III synapsesNext, we measured the ratio of NMDAR- to AMPAR-

mediated synaptic currents and found no statistical dif- in the temporal cortex. The transgenic mice did not differ
from wild-type controls in basal synaptic transmissionference between the wild-type and transgenic neurons

(wt, 0.20 � 0.01, n � 18 cells, 5 mice; TG, 0.23 � 0.01, as measured by field potential responses to a range of
stimulus intensities (Figure 5B). However, administrationn � 13 cells, 4 mice; p � 0.05). Due to the enhanced

AMPAR-mediated synaptic transmission, it is likely that of theta-burst stimulation (TBS) at 100 Hz produced LTP
with a higher magnitude in transgenic than in wild-typemean NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission was also

enhanced in the transgenic mice. Thus, these results mice (p � 0.04, repeated-measures ANOVA for re-
sponses at 31–40 min; Figure 5C). Stimulation at 10 Hzsuggest that the increased proportion of larger synapses

correlated with an enhancement in mean AMPAR- and produced modestly enhanced potentiation in the trans-
genic mice relative to wild-type mice (p � 0.007, interac-mean NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission in the

transgenic cortex. tion of time � genotype of repeated-measures ANOVA
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for responses at 1–40 min; Figure 5D). LTD induced by crossings (wt, 8.07 � 1.19; TG, 8.69 � 1.41; p � 0.05;
Figure 6B). These results indicate normal learning inlow-frequency stimulation (LFS, 900 pulses at 1 Hz) was

significantly reduced in transgenic slices compared to dnPAK transgenic mice.
Interestingly, the transgenic mice failed to retain theirwild-type controls (p � 0.03, repeated-measures ANOVA

for responses at 66–75 min; Figure 5E). Interestingly, the memory compared to wild-type mice, as demonstrated
by the comparison of two additional probe trials con-decrease in synaptic depression in transgenic slices

occurred immediately following the onset of LFS (p � ducted at 1 and 21 days after the completion of training.
At 1 day after training, transgenic mice remembered the0.006 at 8.5 s) and lasted throughout the 15 min LFS

delivery period (p � 0.002, repeated-measures ANOVA platform location equally well as wild-type mice (search
time in the target quadrant: wt, 47.4% � 2.3%, n � 34;for responses at 0–15min; Figure 5F). This suggests that

the induction phase of LTD was impaired in transgenic TG, 44.5% � 2.2%, n � 34, p � 0.05; number of platform
crossings: wt, 8.56 � 0.77; TG, 7.44 � 0.66, p � 0.05;mice compared to wild-type mice. In contrast to the

abnormal plasticity observed in the cortex, the trans- Figure 6B). By contrast, at 21 days after training, trans-
genic mice were significantly impaired in the probe trialgenic mice did not differ from wild-type mice in various

stimulation paradigms (basal transmission [data not relative to wild-type mice (search time in the target quad-
rant: wt, 44.4% � 2.1%; TG, 35.5% � 2.5%, p � 0.01;shown], paired-pulse facilitation [data not shown], TBS-

induced LTP [p � 0.05, repeated-measures ANOVA for number of platform crossings: wt, 8.44 � 0.73; TG,
5.62 � 0.80, p � 0.02; Figure 6B). These results suggestresponses at 51–60 min; Figure 5G] and late LTP [L-LTP]

induced by three trains of TBS [p � 0.05, repeated- that the acquisition of spatial memory was unaffected
while the consolidation/retention of this memory wasmeasures ANOVA for responses at 151–180 min; Figure

5H]) in the hippocampus. The absence of detectable impaired in the transgenic mice.
alteration in synaptic plasticity and spine morphology
in the hippocampus of transgenic mice could be ex- Normal Short-Term Contextual Fear Conditioning
plained by the fact that the level of active PAK in the and Attenuated Consolidation/Retention
hippocampus of transgenic mice remained similar to To fully study the consequence of cortical structural and
that in the cortex of wild-type mice (Figure 2G). Thus, it physiological alterations on memory consolidation, we
is possible that PAK inhibition did not reach the critical subjected the wild-type and transgenic mice to a con-
threshold that is necessary to result in morphological textual fear conditioning task, in which the acquisition
and physiological alterations in the hippocampus. Over- of contextual fear memory is known to depend on the
all, our results demonstrate a correlation between ab- hippocampus (Tonegawa et al., 2003). The freezing re-
normal synaptic morphology, synaptic strength, and bi- sponses were comparable between wild-type and trans-
directional modifiability (enhanced LTP and reduced genic mice at 40 min (wt, 32.3% � 3.8%, n � 20; TG,
LTD) in the cortical neurons of dnPAK transgenic mice. 25.9% � 4.1%, n � 18, p � 0.05; Figure 6C) and 7 hr

(wt, 27.1% � 4.0%, n � 20; TG, 33.9% � 3.9%, n � 17,
p � 0.05) after training. However, at 24 hr after training,Normal Acquisition and Impaired Consolidation/
transgenic mice exhibited a significant reduction in con-Retention of Spatial Memory
text-dependent freezing relative to wild-type controlsTo examine whether the structural and electrophysiolog-
(wt, 33.3% � 4.1%, n � 18; TG, 20.6% � 3.5%, n �ical defects of the cortical synapses in dnPAK transgenic
18, p � 0.03; Figure 6C). A similar deficit in long-termmice lead to deficits in learning and memory, we carried
contextual fear memory was observed for line #110 (dataout behavioral analyses. In a battery of tests for general
not shown). In addition, the transgenic mice displayedbehaviors, including open field, accelerating rotarod,
normal tone-associated memory at 48 hr after traininglight/dark transition, hot plate, social interaction, and
(wt, 32.3% � 4.6%, n � 18; TG, 31.1% � 3.9%, n � 18,Porsolt’s forced swim test (Crowley, 2000), transgenic
p � 0.05; Figure 6C). These results suggest an impair-mice performed similarly to wild-type mice (Supplemen-
ment in consolidation/retention of contextual fear mem-tal Figure S2 at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/
ory in the transgenic mice, which is consistent with the42/5/773/DC1). This indicates that locomotor activity,
water maze results.pain perception, sensorimotor response, motor coordi-

nation, and anxiety level were normal in the trans-
genic mice. Discussion

We then subjected these mice to the hidden-platform
version of the Morris water maze, in which the acquisi- The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship

between spine structure and synaptic function in thetion of spatial memory is known to depend on the hippo-
campus (Martin and Morris, 2002). The transgenic mice context of memory capability. To this end, we generated

and characterized transgenic mice in which the catalyticlearned as quickly as wild-type mice: the decreases in
escape latency (time to reach the platform) and path activity of PAK, a critical regulator of actin remodeling,

was inhibited in postnatal forebrain neurons. In dnPAKlength (distance traveled to reach the platform) were
equivalent between wild-type and transgenic mice (Fig- transgenic mice, cortical neurons had fewer spines and

an increased proportion of shorter, larger spines relativeure 6A). In the probe trial conducted immediately after
the completion of the training session, transgenic mice to wild-type mice. Cortical synapses of these transgenic

mice also displayed a corresponding alteration in theperformed as well as wild-type controls, as indicated
by the similar search time in the target quadrant (wt, size of boutons. These abnormalities in basal cortical

synaptic morphology correlated with enhanced mean43.2% � 3.0%, n � 15; TG, 44.1% � 4.5%, n � 13; p �
0.05) and the similar number of target platform location synaptic strength and impaired bidirectional modifiabil-
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Figure 6. Normal Acquisition and Impaired
Consolidation/Retention of Spatial and Con-
textual Fear Memories in dnPAK Transgenic
Mice

(A) Normal acquisition of spatial memory in
the hidden-platform Morris water maze. The
decreases in escape latency (left panel) and
path length (right panel) were equivalent be-
tween the wild-type (open circle) and trans-
genic mice (filled circle; n � 34 each, p �

0.05, repeated-measures ANOVA).
(B) Results of probe trials given on day 14
(end of training, left), day 15 (1 day after the
completion of training, middle), and day 35
(21 days after the completion of training,
right). (Upper panel) Mean percent of time
spent searching in each quadrant. Dotted
lines depict chance level (25%) for random
searching. (Lower panel) Mean number of
platform crossings. There were significant
group differences in both measures on day
35 but not on days 14 and 15. *p � 0.05;
**p � 0.01. T, target quadrant; L, adjacent
left quadrant; R, adjacent right quadrant; O,
opposite quadrant.
(C) Freezing responses for the wild-type and
transgenic mice in fear conditioning. The
transgenic mice showed a significantly im-
paired context-associated fear memory at 24
hr but not at 40 min or 7 hr after conditioning.
At 48 hr after conditioning, the transgenic
mice exhibited a comparable freezing re-
sponse to a novel (unconditioned) context
(“pre-tone” period) as well as an intact tone-
associated fear memory relative to wild-type
mice. *p � 0.03.

ity (enhanced LTP and reduced LTD). In contrast, spine cortex of dnPAK transgenic mice could in part reflect
PAK’s role in developmental spinogenesis. However, wemorphology and synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus
believe that the contribution of developmental effectswere unaltered in dnPAK transgenic mice. Notably,
should be minimal, since endogenous PAK activity isdnPAK transgenic mice also displayed specific im-
not detectably inhibited in the transgenic mice throughpairments in the consolidation/retention phase of hip-
the end of the third postnatal week, by which time devel-pocampus-dependent memories. Thus, these results
opmental spinogenesis is nearly complete in the cortexdemonstrated a critical role of PAK in cortical spine
(Blue and Parnavelas, 1983; Markus and Petit, 1987;morphogenesis and suggested critical relationships
Micheva and Beaulieu, 1996). Therefore, it is likely thatamong basal cortical synaptic structure, bidirectional
the lower spine density in transgenic mice indicates amodifiability of synaptic strength, and long-term mem-
critical role of PAK in activity-induced spinogenesis inory capability.
the adult brain. Consistent with this role, we found that,
in mature neurons, active PAK is associated with the

Role of PAK in Spinogenesis PSD of spines and is elevated upon NMDAR activation.
Spinogenesis occurs not only during development of Through its function in actin remodeling, PAK might
the brain but also in adulthood in response to plasticity- mediate de novo spine formation and/or spine duplica-
inducing stimuli (Moser et al., 1994; Kleim et al., 2002; tion: the two proposed modes of activity-dependent
Knott et al., 2002). A role for PAK in developmental spinogenesis (Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001). During de
spinogenesis was suggested by a recent in vitro study novo spine formation (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Fi-
in which transfection of a dnPAK construct into cultured ala et al., 2002), active PAK could be required for the
10-day-old hippocampal neurons was shown to block formation of new protrusions from dendritic shafts (Fig-
ephrin B-induced spine development (Penzes et al., ure 7A), perhaps by promoting actin polymerization via

phosphorylation of LIM kinase and inactivation of cofilin/2003). The lower spine density that was observed in the
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actin-depolymerizing factor (Edwards et al., 1999). In
this case, the increased proportion of larger perforated
spines (which usually represent stronger synapses, see
below) that is observed in dnPAK transgenic mice could
be explained as a consequence of homeostatic com-
pensation (Turrigiano and Nelson, 2000) for reduced
spine number, in order to maintain the overall output
of individual neurons (Figure 7A). Alternatively, during
spine duplication in which preexisting spines enlarge,
undergo PSD perforation, and split to form new simple
spines (Toni et al., 1999, 2001), active PAK could be
required for the splitting of the enlarged perforated
spines (Figure 7B), possibly by disassembling actin-
myosin filaments that associate with the spine plasma
membrane (Morales and Fifkova, 1989) via phosphoryla-
tion and inactivation of myosin light chain kinase (Sand-
ers et al., 1999). In this case, PAK inhibition would di-
rectly lead to a greater proportion of larger perforated
spines in the transgenic mice (Figure 7B).

Association between Synapse Size and Strength
of Synaptic Transmission
In a synapse, spine size has been shown to correlate
with bouton size and the number of docked vesicles in
the bouton (Harris and Stevens, 1989; Schikorski and
Stevens, 1997). Consistent with these observations, we
found that the increased proportion of larger spines in
transgenic cortical neurons correlated with an increased
proportion of boutons with a larger pool of docked vesi-
cles, while the density of docked vesicles did not differ
between transgenic and wild-type neurons. Since the
docked vesicle pool coincides with the readily-releas-
able pool (RRP) that determines the probability of neuro-
transmitter release (Murthy et al., 2001), our results sug-
gested a larger RRP and possibly a greater release
probability per synapse in the transgenic neurons (Fig-Figure 7. A Model for the Sequence of Events that Lead to the
ure 7C). A greater release probability per synapse to-Morphological, Physiological, and Behavioral Alterations in dnPAK

Transgenic Mice gether with a lower synapse number (due to the lower
spine density) could explain the unaltered frequency(A and B) The proposed schemes of activity-dependent spinogen-

esis and the possible sites of actions by PAK. PAK might mediate of AMPAR-mediated mEPSC that was observed in the
de novo spine formation (A) and/or splitting of the enlarged perfora- transgenic neurons. Since endogenous active PAK is
ted spines in spine duplication (B). In dnPAK transgenic mice, due nearly absent in the axons and boutons of mature neu-
to the homeostatic compensation of reduced de novo formation of

rons, the observed presynaptic alteration is likely a sec-simple spines (A) or the failure in splitting larger perforated spines
ondary effect of the postsynaptic alteration, perhaps(B), spine density is reduced, and larger synapses with shorter,
occurring through communication between pre- andlarger spines with a perforated PSD and correspondingly larger

boutons with a larger pool of docked vesicles (indicated in the red postsynaptic terminals via various molecules, including
frame) accumulate. cell adhesion molecules and secreted proteins (Scheif-
(C) Due to the correlation between synapse size and strength of fele, 2003).
synaptic transmission, the increased proportion of larger synapses

Spine size has also been shown to correlate with thein dnPAK transgenic mice is associated with enhanced mean synap-
strength of synaptic transmission, as larger spines havetic strength (Inset). Presynaptically, these larger synapses would
more AMPARs and NMDARs than smaller spines (Nus-have a larger RRP and possibly a higher release probability of gluta-

mate. Postsynaptically, they exhibit greater AMPAR- and NMDAR- ser et al., 1998; Mackenzie et al., 1999; Takumi et al.,
mediated synaptic transmission (likely reflecting more AMPARs and 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2001). We did not directly exam-
NMDARs), thereby allowing a higher level of NMDAR-mediated Ca2	

ine the number of AMPARs and NMDARs; however, we
influx. For the purpose of simplicity, AMPARs and NMDARs are

observed a greater mean amplitude of AMPAR-medi-indicated by the same symbols.
ated mEPSCs as well as an unaltered ratio of NMDAR-(D) The increased proportion of larger, stronger synapses in cortical
to AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents in transgenicneurons of dnPAK transgenic mice (indicated by the red frame)

correlates with impaired bidirectional modifiability of synaptic cortical neurons relative to wild-type controls. These
strength in the cortex, which might underlie impaired long-term observations suggested enhanced mean AMPAR- and
memory. NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission in the trans-

genic neurons, thus providing evidence for an associa-
tion between spine size and strength of synaptic trans-
mission (Figure 7C). Taken together, our findings from
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pre- and postsynaptic terminals in cortical synapses of Underlying Mechanism of Impaired
Bidirectional ModifiabilitydnPAK transgenic mice indicated that the shift in spine
How does the inhibition of PAK activity lead to the im-distribution toward spines of larger size was associated
paired bidirectional modifiability in dnPAK transgenicwith a shift in the corresponding synapse distribution
mice? In principle, the impaired bidirectional modifiabil-toward synapses of larger size and stronger trans-
ity could reflect either a direct effect of PAK inhibition ormission.
an indirect outcome of PAK inhibition, perhaps through
alteration in basal synaptic structure. Interestingly, theCortical Bidirectional Modifiability of Synaptic
effects of PAK inhibition on bidirectional plasticity areStrength and Long-Term Memory Storage
already apparent in the induction phase while, as pre-Accumulating evidence has suggested that bidirectional
viously shown, it is not the induction phase but themodifiability of synaptic strength is critical for a neural
maintenance phase of plasticity that requires actin re-network to function as an effective memory system (Will-
modeling (Krucker et al., 2000; Fukazawa et al., 2003),shaw and Dayan, 1990; Migaud et al., 1998; Huh et al.,
which likely involves PAK activity. Thus, it is likely that2000; Paulsen and Sejnowski, 2000; Zeng et al., 2001).
inhibition of PAK activity in the transgenic mice does notConsistent with this notion, dnPAK transgenic mice,
directly account for the altered induction of plasticity.which exhibited behavioral deficits in the consolidation/
Rather, we believe that the altered induction of bidirec-retention of spatial and contextual fear memories, dis-
tional plasticity reflects the altered basal distribution ofplayed impaired bidirectional modifiability, namely, en-
synapse size.hanced LTP and reduced LTD, in the temporal cortex

Previous studies have identified a few key variables(Figure 7D). It is possible and even likely that the alter-
that determine the sign of bidirectional modifiability, i.e.,ations in synaptic morphology and plasticity are not
whether a synapse undergoes LTP or LTD followingrestricted to the temporal cortex and occur in other
stimulation. It is thought that a synapse is more likelycortical areas. However, the behavioral deficits were
to undergo potentiation and less likely to undergo de-highly specific to the consolidation/retention and not
pression if it exhibits slower vesicle depletion presynap-observed in the acquisition of these hippocampus-
tically and/or a higher level of NMDAR-mediated Ca2	

dependent memories, strongly suggesting that suffi-
influx postsynaptically (Malenka and Nicoll, 1993; Gott-ciently normal wiring and computational functions are
schalk et al., 1998; Huber et al., 1998; Lisman, 2001).maintained in the forebrain of the transgenic mice. In-
The larger cortical synapses in dnPAK transgenic micedeed, associated with their normal acquisition of these
could fulfill both of these criteria. Presynaptically, thesehippocampus-dependent memories (Figure 6), we found
larger boutons would exhibit slower vesicle depletionnormal hippocampal synaptic plasticity (LTP and L-LTP)
because they have a larger pool of docked vesicles thanin dnPAK transgenic mice (Figures 5G and 5H). A similar
smaller boutons (Zucker, 1989; Dobrunz and Stevens,dissociation between hippocampal and cortical plastic-
1997; Murthy et al., 2001). Postsynaptically, these largerity was previously observed in mice heterozygous for a
spines would allow more NMDAR-mediated Ca2	 influxnull mutation of �-CamKII (�-CamKII	/
) (Frankland et
because they have more NMDARs as well as more

al., 2001). These mice, which had impaired cortical LTP
AMPARs that can produce greater depolarization, lead-

and normal hippocampal LTP and L-LTP, exhibited defi-
ing to enhanced NMDAR activation relative to smaller

cits in memory consolidation but not memory acquisi-
spines (Mackenzie et al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2001).

tion. Our study has confirmed this finding by identifying Thus, the increased proportion of larger synapses in the
correlatory impairments in bidirectional modifiability of transgenic mice would result in an increased proportion
synaptic strength specifically in the cortex and memory of potentiated synapses following TBS, leading to en-
consolidation and further shown that abnormalities of hanced LTP, but a decreased proportion of depressed
basal synaptic morphology also correlate. synapses following LFS, leading to reduced LTD. Hence,

In the literature, there have been very few studies by modulating the induction of plasticity, the shift in
about the temporal onset of cortical function in the con- basal synapse distribution toward larger synapses
solidation of hippocampus-dependent memory—even would impair bidirectional modifiability of the network
fewer when it comes to the comparison between Morris favoring LTP over LTD. Consistent with this possibility,
water maze and contextual fear conditioning. The only an increased proportion of larger spines has recently
relevant study in the literature is the one by Frankland been observed in the visual cortex of dark-reared rats,
et al. (2001), in which the �-CamKII	/
 mutants displayed which exhibits enhanced LTP and reduced LTD (Kirk-
impairments on day 3 posttraining in contextual fear wood et al., 1996) (W. Wallace and M.F. Bear, personal
conditioning and on day 10 in the water maze task. communication). Strikingly, in these rats, exposure to
These data are similar to ours in that dnPAK transgenic light reverses the altered basal distribution of spine size
mice show impairments on day 1 in contextual fear con- as well as the impaired bidirectional modifiability.
ditioning and on day 21 in the water maze. The onset Taken together, the correlatory observations of al-
timing of cortical consolidation would vary depending tered distribution of synapse size and impaired bidirec-
on a variety of factors, including the type of memory tional modifiability of synaptic strength in the cortex and
tasks and the training protocols. In addition, the type and deficient memory consolidation in dnPAK transgenic
extent of the cortical gene manipulation would certainly mice lead us to propose that the basal distribution of
affect the timing of detectable deficit. Future studies synapse size in the cortex must be within a range that
employing genetic and pharmacological perturbations is appropriate for bidirectional modifiability in order for
in the cortex will help to determine the onset timing of a population of neurons to function as an effective mem-

ory network. Thus, in addition to structural plasticity ofcortical consolidation in specific types of memory tasks.
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staining of brain slices, 4%-PFA-perfused brains were sectionedindividual synapses, memory consolidation would de-
(50 �m) and stained with the myc antibody. To visualize axonalpend on the basal synaptic structure in a population of
terminals, paraffin-embedded sections (8 �m) were stained with thesynapses in the cortex. Future studies employing ge-
GAP43 antibody (Chemicon) and counterstained with NeuroTrace

netic or pharmacological perturbations will help to fur- Nissl stains (Molecular Probes).
ther understand how basal synaptic structure affects
bidirectional modifiability and memory capability. Hope- Golgi Analysis
fully, such studies will provide mechanistic insight into From 2-month-old male littermates, 120 �m thick serial sections

were obtained following the Golgi-Cox technique (Ramon-Moliner,the causes of cognitive dysfunction in mental retarda-
1970). Slides containing these sections were coded before quantita-tion, since many of the genes that are implicated in
tive analysis, and the code was broken only after the analysis wasmental retardation, including PAK3, are involved in the
completed. Camera lucida tracings (500�) were obtained (Leitz Or-

regulation of synaptic structure (Chelly and Mandel, thoplan) and then scanned at 1200 dpi for subsequent computerized
2001). image analysis with custom-designed macros embedded in Object

Image software (Vyas et al., 2002). Spine density was quantified
Experimental Procedures in the same population of neurons that were used for dendritic

morphometry. On each primary apical dendritic branch, ten consec-
Generation of Transgenic Mice utive 8 �m long dendritic segments were analyzed to quantify spine
The dnPAK transgene construct contained the 8.5 kb �-CamKII density. To ensure sampling consistency among Golgi analysis,
promoter, myc-tagged AID-PAK, and SV40 intron/polyA (from pMSG electron microscopy, and electrophysiological experiments, analy-
[Pharmacia]). The cDNA for AID-PAK, encoding amino acids (aa) ses in the hippocampal area CA1 were all carried out in slices or
78–146 of PAK3 (corresponding to aa 83–149 of PAK1) (Zhao et al., sections corresponding to Figures 45 to 48 of the mouse brain atlas
1998), was amplified by polymerase chain reaction from mouse (Franklin and Paxinos, 1997), and analyses in the temporal cortex
cDNA and cloned into the pCMV-6myc vector to generate an in- were all carried out in slices or sections corresponding to Figures
frame fusion between the N terminus of AID-PAK and the C terminus 62 to 67.
of the myc tag. The myc-tagged AID-PAK fragment was then cloned
between the �-CamKII promoter and SV40 intron/polyA to generate Electron Microscopy
pMLH101. The 10 kb SalI fragment of pMLH101 containing the Two-month-old male littermates were anesthetized and perfused
dnPAK transgene was purified and microinjected into C57BL6 zy- as previously described (Fiala et al., 1998). Blocks of hippocampus
gotes to generate transgenic mice. All wild-type and transgenic mice and of temporal cortex were embedded, from which 1 �m thick
used in this study are of the C57BL6 genetic background. sections were cut and stained with 1% toluidine blue to guide the

further trimming to isolate regions of interest, i.e., CA1 stratum radia-
Northern Blot Analysis and In Situ Hybridization tum (�150 �m from the CA1 cell body layer) or layer II/III of temporal
Total RNA was isolated from mouse forebrains, and RNA blots were cortex. Ultrathin sections (90 nm) were then cut and stained with
hybridized to 32P-labeled DNA probes containing SV40 intron/polyA uracyl acetate and lead citrate. Randomly selected neuropil areas
to detect expression of dnPAK. For in situ hybridization, frozen were photographed at a 10,000� magnification with a JEOL 1200EX
mouse brains were sectioned (14 �m) with a cryostat (Leica), fixed, electron microscope. Image negatives were scanned at 1200 dpi and
and hybridized with 33P-labeled RNA probes. analyzed by OpenLab Program (Improvision). Excitatory synapses

bearing spines were defined by the presence of a clear PSD facing
at least three presynaptic vesicles (Luo et al., 1996; Meng et al.,Western Blot Analysis, PSD Fractionation, and Kinase Assay
2002). Micrographs covering 500–1000 �m2 neuropil regions fromMouse forebrains were homogenized in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-
either hippocampus or cortex of each mouse were analyzed andHCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate,
used for quantitation. PSD length, cross-sectional area of spine1 mM DTT, and proteinase inhibitors). Biochemical fractionation of
head, percentage of perforated spines, and number of presynapticforebrain extracts was carried out by sucrose gradient centrifugation
docked vesicles were quantified from the same population of syn-(Cho et al., 1992). The PSD and membrane fractions were the Triton-
apses. The measurements were all performed by an experimenterinsoluble and -soluble fractions from synaptosome, respectively.
blind to the genotype.These fractions were subjected to Western blot analysis using the

p-PAK1 Thr 423 antibody (Cell Signaling) that recognizes the phos-
phorylated forms of all three PAKs: PAK1 phosphorylated at Thr Electrophysiology
423, PAK2 phosphorylated at Thr 402, and PAK3 phosphorylated From 2- to 3-month-old male littermates, transverse hippocampal
at Thr 421. Other antibodies used include the myc (RDI), tubulin slices and coronal brain slices containing temporal cortex were
(BabCo), actin (Santa Cruz), PAK1 (Santa Cruz), PAK3 (Upstate), prepared and left to recover for at least 1 hr before recording in
PSD95 (Upstate), and synaptophysin (Chemicon) antibodies. To de- oxygenated (95% O2 and 5% CO2) warm (30�C except at 25�C for
termine the level of p-PAK, the synaptoneurosome fraction was hippocampal LTP experiment) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF)
isolated and then incubated with 0.5% Triton for 15 min on ice to containing 124 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM
obtain the PSD fraction (Johnson et al., 1997). In Western blot analy- MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 26 mM NaHCO3, and 10 mM dextrose. CA1 field
sis, the level of p-PAK1 in the hippocampus of wild-type mice was potentials (FP) evoked by Schaffer collateral stimulation and FP in
always defined as 100%. The relative level of p-PAK was quantified layer II/III evoked by layer IV stimulation were measured as pre-
from the scanned films using the OpenLab Software Program (Im- viously described (Kirkwood et al., 1996; Frankland et al., 2001).
provision). To determine the catalytic activity of PAK using an in vitro Responses were quantified either as the initial slope of FP in CA1
kinase assay (Zenke et al., 1999), the phosphorylated products were or as the amplitude of FP in cortex. Cortical LTP was induced by
resolved by SDS-PAGE and quantified with a Fujix Bioimaging Ana- TBS, which consisted of eight brief bursts (each with four pulses at
lyzer. To determine the regulation of PAK activity by neuronal activ- 100 Hz) of stimuli delivered every 200 ms. Stimulation (10 Hz) con-
ity, 2- to 3-week-old cultures were treated with glycine (100 �M), sisted of three trains (each with 32 pulses at 10 Hz) delivered at 2 s
with or without APV, for 5 min (Lu et al., 2001). At different times intervals. LTD stimulation consisted of 900 pulses of stimuli at 1 Hz
after treatment, synaptoneurosome fractions were obtained from for 15 min. Hippocampal LTP was induced by TBS consisting of ten
culture extracts and subjected to Western blot analysis. bursts, and L-LTP was induced by three trains of TBS (each with

eight bursts) at 10 min intervals. For measurement of AMPAR-medi-
ated mEPSC (Lee et al., 2003), 1 �M tetrodotoxin, 100 �M APV, andImmunostaining

Primary cortical neurons prepared from rat pups at postnatal day 10 �M bicuculline were added in bath ACSF. The cells were held
at 
80 mV, and recordings were done at 30�C. Continuous 30–601 (Renger et al., 2001) and cultured for 2–3 weeks were fixed with

4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and stained with the p-PAK T423 and ms traces were collected at 8 s intervals and filtered at 2 KHz. Cells
with series resistance �13 m were discarded. The measurementNF-M (Zymed) or synaptophysin or PSD95 antibodies. For immuno-
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of NMDAR-EPSC/AMPAR-EPSC ratio was done in ACSF containing Bear, M.F. (1996). A synaptic basis for memory storage in the cere-
bral cortex. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 13453–13459.2 mM Mg2	, 10 �M bicuculline, and 50 �M glycine as described

(Myme et al., 2003). NMDAR-dependent and AMPAR-dependent Bear, M.F., and Abraham, W.C. (1996). Long-term depression in
responses were discriminated based on their distinct kinetics and hippocampus. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 19, 437–462.
voltage dependence. Thus, as an index of the NMDAR-mediated

Bekkers, J.M., and Stevens, C.F. (1994). Molecular and Cellular
response, we used the value of the currents recorded at 	40 mV and

Mechanisms of Neurotransmitter Release (New York: Raven Press).
measured 100 ms after the response onset. The AMPAR-mediated

Bienvenu, T., des Portes, V., McDonell, N., Carrie, A., Zemni, R.,response was taken from the peak amplitude response recorded
Couvert, P., Ropers, H.H., Moraine, C., van Bokhoven, H., Fryns,at 
80 mV.
J.P., et al. (2000). Missense mutation in PAK3, R67C, causes X-linked
nonspecific mental retardation. Am. J. Med. Genet. 93, 294–298.
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